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Burning/Damages to S&T equipment due to Local
power supply

Shri   R K Jain, CSE/WCR

[Case study cum Investigation report of the major failure of Signalling gears at
Nathu Kheri station of Kota division on 28-01-2016 due to electrical surge]

Abstract:-
There are a large number of cases on Indian Railways wherein due to some problem

with the power supply system, heavy damages to S&T equipment are caused. Sometimes
these damages are minor, affecting only one equipment or so but at times the damages
are extensive. These damages are in the form of burning of some components of a few
or a large number of signalling and telecommunication equipment installed at a particular
station. Because of large scale damages to S&T equipment, such cases cause signal

failures lasting for high durations resulting in heavy detention to train traffic.

Whenever such incidences occur resulting in failure of a large number of signalling equipment at a particular
station resulting in high duration failure with consequences of detention to large number of trains, generally a
joint investigation by Electrical and S&T departments is carried out. The level of supervisors or officers for the
joint investigation is decided based on the detentions to train traffic. In all such cases that have been witnessed
on West Central Railway for the past 12 years since the formation of West Central Railway, no actionable
recommendations have come out which if implemented can help in preventing such eventualities.

One such case happened at Nathukheri station of Kota division of West Central Railway on 28/01/2016. All
signals failed because of extensive damages to digital axle counters, power supply equipment, UFSBI etc. The
case was personally investigated by CSE/WCR. A detailed report was made including recommendations for
prevention of such cases in future. The report was put up to Chief Electrical Engineer of West Central Railway
who accepted the findings and recommendations and agreed to issue a Joint Procedure Order for prevention of
such cases.

The most interesting and surprising part in this case was that the signalling load was on UP AT supply at the
time of failure. DN AT and local supplies were also available. The fault took place all the local power supply
which was not on load, but it resulted in extensive damages to signalling and telecom equipment.

Introduction:-
The incidences of damages to signalling and telecom equipment due to some fault on incoming power

supply systems are not very uncommon. In almost all such cases, (after the failure is put-right) a joint investigation
by S&T and electrical supervisors/ officers is carried out if the damages are extensive and the detentions to
train traffic is substantial.  However so far there are no actionable recommendations which could be brought
into force to prevent such incidences.

On 28/01/2016 one such case happened at Nathukheri station of Kota division of West Central Railway. In
this case all signals failed because of extensive damages to signalling equipments like digital axle counter,
UFSBI, power supply equipments etc. The incidence was of a fault taken place on local power supply. The
signalling and telecom equipment were damaged extensively even though the S&T load was not on local power
supply. The load was on AT power supply. Due to a cable fault on the secondary side of the transformer
provided by Madhya Pradesh Electricity Board, a fuse on primary side of the transformer blew off. The
transformer was of 11 KVA to 230 V step down transformer. The damages took place in the intervening period
during the time of occurrence of the fault and blowing off of the fuse of primary of Madhya Pradesh Electricity
Board transformer.

It is necessary to establish the exact cause of such incidence and take preventive steps to minimize / avoid
such disastrous failures. This case study brings out in detail the cause of and phenomenon of damages and
recommendations for preventing such incidences in future.
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A)  History:-
On 28/01/2016 at about 18:50 hrs, ASM Nathu Kheri heard a loud sound from the electrical post of transformer

of local power supply provided by the State Electricity Board. At the same time all the signals at Nathu Kheri
station failed. The information was received by ADSTE/Shamgarh at 19:00 hrs. He reached by road at 19:45
hrs. SSE/Sig/VMA reached at 20:00 hrs by 12471. They found that many modules of IPS were not giving
output. There was burning smell in the SPD box of IPS, a large number of fuses in the relay room had blown,
the motherboard and cards of two axle counter DPs were burnt and many more damages/burning of signalling
equipment had taken place. Failures of all the gears were restored one by one up to 04:10 hrs of 29/01/2016.

A total of 24 trains were detained due to this failure.

The site was visited by the undersigned on 13/04/2016 to investigate cause of failure.

B) Details of damages to S&T equipments:-
(1) Relay Room:-

• Fuses: 2 AXT, 2 RSTR, down AXT, Dn RSTR, reset box fuse 2AXT & Dn AXT.
•  Corresponding fuses of fuse alarm system.
• All fuses on 24V DP supply Chaumahla side.

(2)Axle Counter Room:-
• Spike buster of MUX-Chaumahla side –MOV burnt.
• Diode across Dn. AZTPR- inside MUX- 24V supply of Dn- AXT loc.
• Glass type fuses of some supplies and their distribution fuses. Total 4 fuses blown.
• RELAY 35 AZTR diode between R1 and R2 found short.

Fig 1: Burnt MOV of UFSBI protection box

(3)Dy. SS Room:-
• Reset box of 2AXT & Dn AXT- (also 24V supply fuses of their supply in relay room).

(4)IPS Room:-
• B &C – combined SPDs burnt
• All SMRs- Tripped
• 7 nos of DC-DC converters defective

MUX Chaumahla side - 2 (1+1)
DP- Chaumahla side – Dn. AXT & 2 AXT.
DP- Suwasra side
60V- Internal
Data Logger
GPR/TPR
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Fig 2: Samples of Burnt DC to DC converter modules

(5)ELDs:-

(6)Site:- (Chaumahla side)
• DN AXT- DP- 4 Completely replaced (Motherboard and cards burnt)
• 2AXT-DP-1-Completely replaced (Motherboard and cards burnt)
• Location fuses- DP supply – both fuses blown

Fig 3: Samples of burnt cards of Digital Axle Counters

 24V MUX Chaumahla } All modules in the 
bottom side group of 
cards.

24V TPR/GPR
60V Int.
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(7)Telecom:-
MCB of Telecom equipment was tripped (230V)

C) Observations by the Operating, S&T & Electrical staff:-
(1) There was no damage to the auto changeover system.
(2)  The fuse of primary of the local supply transformer blew off at about 18:48 hrs with a loud sound.
This transformer is provided by the State Electricity Board. Primary voltage is 11KV and secondary is
230V. It is a Delta Star transformer of capacity 15 KVA.  The sound heard by the station master was of
blowing off of the ‘B’ phase primary side fuse of this transformer.
(3) There are railway staff quarters close by. The staff residing there stated that the power supply to
quarters went off for sometime during the event and then low voltages was available on the quarter’s
power supply. Proper power supply was restored when repair was done next morning by the MPEB and
railway staff.  The road lights completely went off after the incidence and they were restored much later
after 3-4 days.
(4) All the SMRs of IPS were found tripped.
(5) The wiring inside the electrical DP where cables coming from transformer are terminated and the
power supply is distributed was found completely jumbled up.

                                           Before                                                 After

Fig 4: Condition of the Electrical DP at the failure time  and after it was attended

D) Observation made at site:-
(1) The cable conductor carrying road light supply phase was found earthed on meggering. [This was the
condition on the day of inspection when the supplies were working properly. Conditions at the time of
incidence could have been different]
(2) At the MPEB transformer the power supply to railways has been split into two parts i.e. residential and
commercial. Two meters one each for these supplies have been provided. The commercial supply which
feeds station and road lights was not provided with the fuses on the secondary of the transformer, whereas
the residential power supply was provided with fuses on the secondary of the transformer. However these
fuses were not standard plug in type but they were copper wires loosely tightened onto outgoing terminals.

             Fig 5: Domestic Supply wire fuses                     Commercial Supply no fuses
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(3) The earth pits of electrical department were not visible at all. Even the supervisor and the technicians
could not locate them. The earth points of the MPEB supply at the transformer were showing about 10 V
with respect to ground. Since it was not possible to disconnect those earths without the availability of
MPEB officials it was not possible to measure their earth resistance. But the absolute value of earth
resistance is not relevant in this case.
(4) The electrical cable getting inside the MCB box in the ASM office was found melted to some extant
at one place.
(5) In the burnt DC-DC convertors mostly the output circuit components were found burnt to a great
extant. In the output of the DC-DC convertors, MOVs are provided which are earthed by means of a
jumper socket. However these jumper sockets were found removed, which had been removed by the
company engineer because of repeated problems of earth faults due to MOV getting defective. The earth
connection was anyhow available to the DC-DC convertor at the output as well as at the input stage.
(6) Mother boards of the Eldyne digital axle counters were found burnt near the tracks connecting to
earth.
(7) In the UFSBI SPD box, the MOVs were found busted and there was a lot of charring of the card.
(8) Class ‘B’ and ‘C’ coordinated type SPDs provided in the IPS room in the SPD box were completely
burnt and were replaced by the staff.
(9) From the domestic supply output of MPEB transformer, supply was found tapped for the temple. The
wires can be seen in the photograph above.

E) Sketches and drawings:-
(1) Details of connections and fuses in the electrical DP are shown in Annexure- ‘A’.
(2) The layout plan showing various buildings, electrical & S&T entities and earthing arrangement are
shown in Annexure- ‘B’.

F) Findings:-
(1) Since the time of the failure of signals and that of blowing off of fuses of primary of local supply
transformer were the same, there is no doubt that the signal failure had taken place because of some
problem related to the local power supply.
(2) The burning of various components in many signalling equipment also clearly indicates passage of
high current through them.
(3) Condition of the cable extending the power supply to the quarters on the day of the failure i.e. 28/01/
2016 is not known. However on the day of inspection i.e. 13/04/2016 two out of four conductors were
found completely ‘0’ with earth in meggering. One of them was still carrying the load for the power
supply. However since the load was still working on a defective conductor (may be partially), it is suspected
that it must have been working on a completely defective conductor at the time of the failure, which was
transferred on partially defective conductors subsequently on rectification of the system. In this four core
cable only one conductor was found healthy which was carrying the phase for the quarters power supply.
Neutral in any case was earthed as per the system requirement. The condition of the DP on the day of the
incidence can be seen in the photo in Fig 4. It is sure that the fuses in the concerned circuit must have been
bypassed by these thick wires.
(4) In this incidence no fuse on the secondary of the transformer was blown, but that of ‘B’ phase of
primary of the transformer was blown. Primary fuse can blow due to a defect in the transformer or because
of a very high current drawn by the secondary side which is not protected by proper fuses. Since the
primary voltage of the transformer is 11 KV and secondary is 230V, each ampere current on the primary
side will cater for 11000/230 = 47.8 Amps on the secondary side. Thus to blow the primary fuse of 2 Amps
(assumed required capacity for 15KVA transformer to blow off on overload, as normal full load current
would be approx 15000/11000= 1.36 Amps) a current of much more than 95.6 Amps is required to flow in
the secondary without blowing any fuses on secondary side. As per the fuse characteristic, it blows off
immediately if the current is many times more than the fuse capacity, whereas it may take quite some time
to blow if the current is close to double the fuse capacity. The burning of a large number of components in
this case indicates that the current has flown for a considerable time i.e. at least a few minutes. This means
that the current on the primary side should have been in the range of 2 to 3 times the rated capacity of
2Amps, i.e. nearly 4 to 6 Amps. This works out to nearly 47.8 X 5  = 239 Amps, say 240 Amps or so on the
secondary side.
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What is most important in this incidence is how and from where to where this current has flown before
the primary fuse had blown. This is explained in next item (5) below.

(5) From the widespread damages to signalling equipment spanning geography of around 500 meters
from IPS room to axle counter DPs it can be concluded that the earth fault on one of the phases of power
supply cable took place quite far from the return point. Return point for phase current is neutral. Through
ground/earth, this neutral is available close to the transformer, where the neutral has been earthed by the
MPEB as per the system requirement. Another point for neutral earthing is near electrical DP, but neither
the earth pits nor the connections to neutral could be traced out. But in any case it would not have made
much of a difference, as the distance from quarters to this point or the transformer is almost the same.

The layout showing the buildings, power supply transformer and DP and various earth connections of  S&T
equipment is shown in Annx B.

The current always tries to return to the source to complete the circuit. The current from the phase which got
earthed tried to reach the neutral through earth. Since the earth has a finite resistance, the current could not
reach infinity or short circuit levels.

Thus current while trying to reach the neutral point near the transformer, tried to follow the path of least
resistance. The resistance of metal is much less than that of earth. Thus to find a path of least resistance the
current tries to pass through metallic elements if available on the way to neutral. In this case there were multiple
metallic paths available to take the current closer to the neutral point. These paths were through the earth points
of various equipment. The current entered the metallic parts of the signalling equipment through their earthing
connections, flowed through the equipment and exited to the earth from the other end. It being high current as
brought out above, burnt/damaged all the electronic components of the equipment which fell in the path.

Fig 6: The path of flow of fault current

The situation is depicted in the figure above. The components of electronic equipment being very sensitive
to high voltages and current were burnt away and got damaged. The photographs of damages to various equipment
can be seen in previous sections.

6) Burning of IPS SPDs:
The B and C class SPDs provided at the input of IPS were also found burnt, which were replaced by the

staff.

 
Quarters Transformer

Elect. D P

D P AXT

D P AXT

AT

AT

Neutral
Earth

S&T Equipment S&T Equipment

Fault

Blue – Current incoming to S&T equipment
Red – Current outgoing from S&T equipment

Earth points
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Fig 7: SPDs in IPS were burnt, which were replaced

It is very interesting to note that the load was on UP AT but due to a fault on local power supply the SPDs
were burnt. It appears to be strange, but can be easily explained. The phase wire of IPS supply connected to
SPDs was connected to the phase of UP AT and the neutral was connected to the neutral and hence to the earth
as per the system practice. Due to the phase of local supply getting earthed due to fault, the neutral also experienced
a phase voltage. These two phase voltages seen by the SPDs on their phase and neutral wires must have been
out of phase w.r.t. each other because they came from different sources and with many (unknown number of)
transformations. Thus the voltage that appeared across the SPDs must have been much more than their rated
capacity of 255V (maximum continuous operating voltage) volts. If the phases were completely opposite the
voltage could have been 230+230=460 volts rms, which is enough to burn the SPDs.

7) The staff reported that at the time of the incidence the power supply to the quarters went off completely for
some time and then restored with low voltage after few minutes. This statement also supports that the
phase of the power supply to quarters had developed an earth fault. As soon as the fault took place the
power supply went off, as phase and neutral voltages became almost same. However when the fuse of
primary of MPEB transformer blew off, the power continued to be available from the coils of the other
phases as per the system of delta star transformation shown below.

Fig 9: Disconnection of one phase of primary brings two coils in series rather than completely cutting off
power supply

G) Another Incidence:-
On next day after my inspection of the site there was a fire in the cable between the MPEB transformer and

the electrical DP. The picture is very clear from the photos shown below. Obviously the cable conductor carrying
one of the phases had shorted with neutral to give rise to the flow of very high current, creating sparking and
subsequent fire. Had there been proper fuses on the pole in the secondary of the transformer, they would have
protected the cables from catching fire.

Fig 10: Pictures of cable fire on 14.04.16
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H)  Conclusion:-
It is very clear from the above that the burning /damages to S&T equipment were caused by the combination

of two factors:-

(1)Earth fault on one of the phases of local power supply cable.
(2)Absence of proper fuses on the cable conductor having earth fault.
As described in section D (2) above, the commercial supply from the MPEB was not provided with any

fuses at all while the residential power supply was provided with non-standard wire fuses of unknown capacity.
The problem took place due to completely unprotected commercial power supply.

The railway electrical department is also supposed to provide proper fuses in addition to those to be provided
at pole by MPEB, as can be seen in the renewed DP where 100 Amps followed by 32 Amps fuses have been
provided in each circuit. These fuses were not there for a number of circuits or may be for all circuits as can be
seen from the photograph of the DPs shown in figure 4.

Cable is supposed to be meggered periodically to avoid earth faults to minimise such mishaps. Nevertheless
possibility of earth fault or any other fault can’t be eliminated completely. In case of a fault what protects us
from these devastating effects is the fuse. But if fuses are bypassed by thick wires to get rid of work involved in
cable repair and replacement etc, then these mishaps cannot be avoided. Thus our primary protection i.e. fuse of
proper rating has to be ensured to exist all the time.

I)  Recommendations:-
1. Fuses of proper rating to be provided and it is to be ensured that they are not bypassed by wires. They are

required at:
(a) Primary and secondary of power company transformer.
(b) Railway electrical DP in incoming as well as outgoing supplies.

2. To ensure the above, joint inspection of all these systems has to be done quarterly by Electrical (G), S&T
and power company engineers.

3. Preventive maintenance in the form of cable meggering, checking and provision of proper fuses/MCBs,
checking and tightening of all connections and maintenance of earth are to be ensured.

4. Higher rating fuses or wire fuses are not to be provided at any cost.
5.  When fuses blow off due to cable fault, cable to be repaired or replaced and no short cut of replacing the

fuse with higher capacity fuses or thick wires is to be done.
6. An immediate drive to be taken up to check these items.


